Intraoperative Impression and Control of Passive Fit in Immediate Loading
In modern implant dentistry, several long-term studies have defined the success rate of osseointegrated implant-supported prosthetic rehabilitation,\textsuperscript{1,2} which has encouraged the spread of its use in cases of complete and partial edentulism.

In traditional delayed loading implant treatment, after a first phase of osseointegration, failure can occur because of peri-implant infection or failure of the prosthetic structure. Most complications and failures in implant-prosthetic rehabilitation consist of repeated loosening of retention screws, fracture of the veneer material, fracture of retention screws or the metal framework, implant fracture, and resorption of marginal bone up to implant loss. The two main causes of these complications are occlusal overloading and lack of passive fit of the implant-prosthetic connection.\textsuperscript{3}

In immediate loading implant treatment, the implant-supported prosthetic rehabilitation aims to restore the anatomical and structural integrity of the stomatognathic system by creating an ideal emergence profile and thereby ensuring the maintenance of the restoration. Progressive implant loading must not interfere with maturation and remodeling of the surrounding bone tissue.\textsuperscript{4}

Osseointegrated implants do not possess the periodontal ligament and thus lack the resiliency of natural teeth that enables them to absorb transversal loads. The lack of a periodontal ligament also means the implant position cannot adapt to an ill-fitting framework. This lack of adaptation means that the forces acting on the implant and the strain created by an implant framework without passive fit produce mechanical stresses acting on the components of the implant-prosthetic connection and the bone-implant interface.\textsuperscript{5,6}

Whereas the healing time frame suggested by Brånemark was established on an empirical basis, from 1979\textsuperscript{7} until the present day\textsuperscript{8–11} many studies have been conducted on immediate loading, with reported success rates ranging from 91.2\% to 100\%—similar to those achieved with the traditional protocol.

Protection of the bone-implant interface is a factor of primary importance for implant success and survival.\textsuperscript{12} An early and excessive load can cause excessive micromovements at the interface that may compromise the initial bone remodeling process\textsuperscript{13} and lead to a fibrous repair process rather than osseointegration.\textsuperscript{1,14,15}

A crucial prerequisite to achieving osseointegration during the immediate loading protocol is the absence of micromovements of the implants by taking an accurate impression of the implant position and splinting them together rigidly with the provisional prosthesis. Micromovements of less than 150 µm do not interfere with the process of osseointegration and tend to favor secondary stability of the implant. Micromovements of more than 150 µm may cause mobilization of the implant and induce its fibrous integration rather than osseointegration.

The response to implant placement is ruled by two main factors: the self-generating capability of the organism and the functional
stimulation coming from the implant itself. During the first 20 to 40 days after implant insertion, it is necessary to ensure absolute immobility to prevent the osteoid tissue that has just been deposited from evolving in the direction of fibrous tissue. Two approaches have been proposed to achieve implant stability: (1) excluding the implant from occlusal function or (2) loading them in a controlled procedure capable of eliminating spatial variation to achieve rigid stability. Immobilization guarantees the first intrinsic osteogenic processes. In the subsequent 40 to 80 days, adequate mechanical stimulation is necessary to sustain and potentiate the processes of bone maturation.

Problems related to passive fit are mostly evident in the following situations:

- In screw-retained prostheses supported by multiple implants, where the retention screws are progressively tightened to compensate for implant-prosthetic misfit of the framework, producing transverse forces and reducing the capacity to absorb and distribute occlusal loads.

- In the same type of prostheses in immediate loading protocols, where the passive framework has to stabilize the implants and favor osseointegration.

In contrast, the cement-retained implant-supported prosthesis is less affected by the strains produced by screw tightening and through the cementing process is able to compensate in part for a lack of passive fit of the prosthetic structure. These tensions are static forces acting on the implant even in the absence of occlusal load, subjecting it and its prosthetic components to continuous stress. Whereas implant-prosthetic misfit produces static forces and thus a constant stress, occlusal loading produces dynamic forces and thus a discontinuous stress.

Several variables directly influence the ability to achieve passive fit in an implant-supported prosthetic structure: lack of parallelism among implants, large number of implants, and implant arrangement spread widely across the arch. Furthermore, the presence of a cantilever emphasizes the dynamic forces under loading and increases the stresses to which all the biologic and mechanical components are subjected. The ideal length of the distal cantilever, ie, the anteroposterior (A-P) spread, corresponds to one and a half times the perpendicular distance between the most mesial implant and the most distal implant. The length of the extension directly and exponentially influences the forces acting on the distal implant.

Studies have shown that at 5 years ill-fitting fixed screw-retained implant-supported prosthetic reconstructions do not cause resorption of the peri-implant bone tissue greater than what could be hoped for in optimal conditions and thus do not influence implant survival. Other studies show that some degree of misfit is tolerable and does not influence the long-term survival rate of implants, but they also indicate that it does cause numerous prosthetic complications such as repeated screw loosening, fracture of the retention screws, and fracture of the veneer material and metal structures.

Different methods have been proposed to evaluate implant-prosthetic misfit clinically in the oral cavity, but they are not simple to apply. These are:

- Visual observation where the implant-prosthetic connection is supragingival
- Alternating digital pressure to reveal any movement of the structure
- Tactile exploration by probe
- Radiographic examination
- Use of pressure-revealing paste
- Visual analysis through the “optical comparator”
- The photogrammetric technique
- The Periotest (Medizintechnik Gulden) method
Individual screw-tightening test, which includes fixing one end of the framework to visualize any marginal discrepancy at the opposite end²⁵

All of these methods have significant disadvantages such as high subjectivity, insufficient sensitivity, and above all, difficulty in standardizing the method and the data obtained. These disadvantages make such evaluations neither repeatable nor predictable.

**PRODUCTION OF A PROSTHETIC STRUCTURE WITH PASSIVE FIT**

To produce a Toronto-Brånemark prosthesis, five to six implants must be positioned at the mandible. The immediate loading protocol requires the implants to be functionalized immediately after placement by inserting the abutments and, at the same time, a provisional prosthetic structure. However, the procedure might present the challenge of fabricating a metal framework that will not produce stresses of any type while being screwed to the supporting implants.

Scientific evidence on the acceptable degree of misfit in implant-supported prosthetics is lacking; estimates vary from 10¹ to 30³⁷ and as high as 150 µm.³⁸ A review of the literature has shown that passive fit of the implant framework is essential to guarantee osseointegration²⁷,³⁹ and for long-term success of the implant-prosthetic restoration.²⁸

In clinical practice, correct positioning of the implants and precise recording of their position are essential to achieving a passive fit of the framework on the implants and in limiting biomechanical loads.⁵ There are three fundamental steps to be evaluated in creating an optimal passive fit of the implant framework: (1) the method used to take the impression; (2) the laboratory phase, including the development of the master cast and the construction of the metal framework; and (3) the method to achieve passive fit indirectly on the cast and/or directly in the mouth.

Different methods are available to the clinician for recording the position of implants: with an individual impression tray, perforated or closed⁴⁰,⁴¹; splinting or not splinting the impression copings with resin or dental stone⁴²; and using different impression materials such as dental stone, polyether, or silicone.⁵,³³,⁴³

The linear contraction of impression materials, which influences the implant-to-implant distance, can vary from 0.03% for polyether to 0.08% with polyvinyl siloxane materials. To reduce this contraction, the use of an individual impression tray is recommended because the smaller the quantity of material, the less contraction it undergoes. It is also advisable to splint the copings with self-curing resin and, in the immediate loading protocol, to use a modified surgical template for recording the implant position directly with self-curing resin.

The expansion of dental stone ranges from 0.08% to 0.2% and may cause distortion of the master cast. This will produce an inaccurate and ill-fitting screw-retained framework for multiple implants.⁵,⁴⁴ Control over this expansion is possible by using low-expansion class 4 dental stone such as GC Fujirock EP (GC Labs); by using precision systems such as Silfradent Cruise 440 (Silfradent), Zeiser System (Giraback Dental) or Pindex (Coltène Whaledent); and by checking the implant position in situ with a verification index. Use of self-curing resin to stabilize the impression copings into a rigid structure compensates for movements caused by contraction of the impression material.⁴¹,⁴²,⁴⁵–⁴⁷

The contraction of the metal framework due to cooling of the metal casting is considered the main factor responsible for the lack of its passive fit to implants.⁴⁸–⁵⁰ This distortion is difficult to quantify and depends on the alloy used, shape and thickness of the framework, and casting technique.⁵¹ Passive casting can be
achieved through different techniques: a slow and careful one-piece casting of controlled-expansion gold alloys with controlled-expansion coating\(^{35}\); casting of individual components and secondary soldering\(^{32}\); the all-in-one Procera system (Nobel Biocare)\(^{52}\) or computer-aided design/computer-assisted manufacture (CAD/CAM)\(^{53,54}\) systems; or Architech PSR (Biomet 3i), CAM StructSURE Precision Milled Bars (Biomet 3i), the electroerosion, the gold galvanic electro-deposition of primary caps subsequently splinted into a secondary structure, and the Cresco precision method (Astra Tech Dental).\(^{21}\) This latter system entails correcting the distortion by dissecting the framework horizontally and laser welding it to preformed titanium cylinders mounted on implant analogs of the master cast and sectioned in their turn along a plane that is perfectly parallel to the previous one.

**INDIRECT METHODS OF ACHIEVING PASSIVE FIT: AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY**

To achieve prosthetic success, it is essential to determine the parameters on which the rigidity of the bone-implant interface depends and to condition them sufficiently to make osseointegration a predictable result, including with immediate loading protocols. The goal is to produce a prosthetic framework with passive fit that will stabilize the implants without interfering with osseointegration.

An experimental study by the authors analyzed the passive fit of fixed, screw-retained implant frameworks for Toronto-Brånemark hybrid prostheses in an immediate loading protocol.\(^{55}\) The variable factor in the process of making a passively fitting metal framework was the impression-taking methodology. The clinical implications of achieving passive fit as well as three different impression-taking techniques have been evaluated. In the immediate loading protocol, the impression is made immediately after implant placement and before definitive suturing of the flaps, using the implant mounting devices as impression transfer copings. The study analyzed passive fit during try-in of the framework and aimed to provide the following clinical evidence: a method for the clinical evaluation of implant-prosthetic fit and a method to take an accurate impression to eliminate implant-prosthetic misfit.

For this research, a steel model was fabricated, representing the position of six implants in the patient’s mouth, simulating the clinical situation of a Toronto-Brånemark denture. Six implants were placed to increase the number of marginal gaps. The implants, which have an external hexagonal connection, were arranged in the experimental model with a larger diameter than generally found in clinical conditions to compensate for the greater length and curvature, which may have exacerbated any difficulties of fit of the implant-prosthetic framework.

Impressions were taken on the experimental steel model after the mounting devices that served to transfer the implant position were splinted and stabilized. Three different impression techniques were used, and for each of these, three impressions were made, for a total of nine impressions.\(^{[FIG 11-1]}\) Each of the impression techniques entailed the use of an individual impression tray made of self-curing resin used both as an intraoperative device (surgical template)—containing all the information about the optimal position of the implants, maxillomandibular vertical dimension, and centric relation—and as an impression tray, by adding an anterior shield to act as a handle.

The first technique (group 1) used the light-curing composite material Tetric Flow (Ivoclar-Vivadent) to splint the transfer devices and the polyether Impregum (3M Espe) as impression material.\(^{[FIG 11-2A]}\) The second technique (group 2) used the self-curing acrylic resin Pattern Resin LS (GC Labs) to splint the transfer devices and the polyether Impregum.
as impression material [FIG 11-2B]. The third technique (group 3) simply used the self-curing acrylic resin Pattern Resin LS to splint the transfer devices without any impression material [FIG 11-2C].

From each impression a master cast was developed from GC Fujirock EP extra-hard dental stone for a total of nine casts. On each of the nine casts, a titanium framework was fabricated with the lost-wax casting technique and subsequently passive fit was achieved on the respective dental stone master cast using the Cresco precision method, for a total of nine implant-supported prosthetic frameworks.

Titanium screws were used to tighten the implant-supported prosthetic framework to the implant analogs in the master cast and to the implants in the experimental model. The pitch of the retention screws was 350 µm; consequently, each degree of rotation of the screw corresponded to a vertical excursion of approximately 1 µm.

Each of the nine implant-prosthetic frameworks was evaluated with regard to its passive fit on the respective master cast [FIG 11-3A] and on the experimental steel model [FIG 11-3B] for a total of 18 evaluations [SEE FIG 11-1]. The fit was evaluated using the OsseoCare screw tightening system (Nobel Biocare) preset to a maximum torque of 20 Ncm. Both on the master cast and on the experimental steel model, the retention screws were tightened and the torque recorded in a clockwise direction from left to right, with the position of the arch in vivo being used as reference. The graphic reproduction of the tightening torque of each screw shows curves having the torque value (Ncm) on the y-axis and the angle of rotation of the screw on the x-axis. The measurement process itself began and ended with the engine motion. The last 240 degrees of the rotation, corresponding to the last two-thirds of the rotation of the screw, were visualized. The passive fit of the implant framework was evaluated through a mathematic analysis of the data obtained from the screw trial. The data collected were analyzed in their graphic representation and as numeric data at the statistical level.

The research also evaluated the passive fit of the implant-supported prosthetic framework directly in vivo on a patient through each clinical phase via the same method as the experimental study. The treatment plan included a maxillary full-arch removable denture and a mandibular fixed full-arch Toronto-Brånemark hybrid prosthesis supported by five interforaminal implants. The mandibular fixed provisional prosthesis, fabricated with titanium framework and resin prosthetic teeth, was delivered 36 hours after surgery.

The impression was taken with a dedicated device acting initially as a surgical template with detachable handle fabricated on the basis of a duplicate of the patient’s provisional removable complete denture to guarantee the precise reproduction of the centric occlusion and of the vertical dimension. The implant position was recorded by splinting and stabilizing the implant mounting devices using Pattern Resin LS. The master cast resulting from this procedure was used to fabricate both the provisional prosthesis, inserted 36 hours after implant surgery, and the definitive prosthesis, placed 4 months after surgery and immediate loading. The screw-tightening procedures of both the provisional and the definitive hybrid prostheses were evaluated on the cast and in the oral cavity, again through both graphic and numeric analyses.

The reference graph shows that the tightening of a single screw, a passive structure, can be subdivided into three basic phases [FIG 11-4A]. For approximately 200 of the last 240 degrees of rotation during the initial tightening phase, the torque maintained a low value, under 2 Ncm, which expresses the resistance of the retention screws due to friction with the internal screw thread of the implant. In the second phase, from approximately 200 to 220 degrees of rotation, the retention screw is subjected to
elastic deformation generated by close contact between the surfaces. In the third phase, from approximately 220 to 240 degrees of rotation, the screw is loaded up to the maximum preset torque value of 20 Ncm, which coincides with the plastic deformation and final tightening of the screw.

The following graphs show the values of resistance to screw tightening of the frameworks measured on the master cast (1A) and on the experimental steel model (2CC and 3AA). The values are measured for the six screws of each framework and are expressed in Ncm. The last 240 degrees of rotation—which correspond to two-thirds of a full rotation and to approximately 240 µm of vertical excursion of the screw (which has a pitch of approximately 360 µm)—are considered. The numeric values are analyzed at 100, 190, 220, and 240 degrees of rotation of the screw.
Fig 11-2 → (a) In group 1, the polyether impression was taken after splinting the transfer copings with light-cured composite resin. (b) In group 2, the impression was taken after splinting the copings with self-curing acrylic resin and polyether. (c) Group 3 simply entailed the use of self-curing acrylic resin.

Fig 11-3 → Evaluation of the nine implant-supported prosthetic frameworks was performed both on the dental stone master cast (a) and on the experimental steel model (b).
Fig 11-4  Graphic representation of the screw-tightening torque values. (a) The single screw is by definition passive. (b) Framework 1A shows a clear discrepancy in the final phase of tightening on the dental stone cast. (c) Framework 2CC shows a good passive fit on the steel model. (d) Framework 3AA presents a better passive fit on the steel model than on the dental stone master cast.

Fig 11-5  (a) The provisional immediate framework shows a good passive fit. (b) The definitive framework presents a degree of passive fit with data showing an increase in tension in the tightening phases after 180 degrees of rotation.
Figure 11-5 shows the torque values for the provisional immediately loaded hybrid prosthesis and for the definitive prosthetic framework in the clinical phase of the research. In both cases, measurements have been made on the master cast and in the mouth.

Figure 11-6 shows the mean torque value and standard deviation of the measurements on the experimental steel model for each of the three experimental groups at 100, 190, 220, and 240 degrees of rotation. The graph representation of the result shows that the three methods are very similar (Fig 11-7).

With regard to the impressions in which the transfer devices were splinted with the light-curing composite Tetric Flow combined with the use of Impregum impression material (group 1), the graphs indicate a substantially passive fit. The frameworks 1A and 1B show better passive fit on the experimental steel model than on the dental stone master cast (see Fig 11-4B); the framework 1C presents similar values both on the dental stone master cast and on the experimental steel model.

The impressions with the transfer devices splinted with the self-curing resin (Pattern Resin LS) combined with the use of Impregum impression material (group 2) show three tracings, 2A, 2B, and 2CC, that are substantially passive both on the stone master cast and on the experimental steel model (see Fig 11-4C). In group 3, where the transfer devices were splinted only with self-curing resin, (Pattern Resin LS), the tracing 3AA shows a better passive fit on the experimental steel model than on the dental stone master cast (see Fig 11-4D), and the frameworks 3B and 3C show similar values both on the stone master cast and on the experimental steel model, with less steep curves of screw tightening than in the previous cases.

In the patient, the immediate framework shows a good passive fit both on the dental stone cast and in the oral cavity, with torque values below 2.2 Ncm up to 190 degrees of rotation (see Fig 11-5A). The definitive framework shows an excellent passive fit on the master cast with less favorable data measured in situ, showing an increasing tension in the screw tightening after 180 degrees of rotation (see Fig 11-5B).
The tracings made on the dental stone casts are all substantially passive, demonstrating that with regard to the passive fit of frameworks on the working master cast, predictable results can be obtained with the titanium one-piece casting method combined with the passive fit system CrescoTiPrecision System.21

Tracings made on the experimental steel model overlap substantially with slight discrepancies in favor of group 3, which were more accentuated in the final phase of screw tightening (see FIGs 11-6 and 11-7).

At the current state of knowledge, a degree of misfit in the range 60 to 90 µm is considered clinically passive25: This corresponds to a range from 60 to 90 degrees of rotation.

The experimental method used in group 3, which corresponds to the one used on the patient in vivo, showed uniform results with a mean marginal misfit below 40 µm and thus a good degree of passive fit. These results are in agreement with immediate loading protocols, which require that micromovements be limited and that the implant be stabilized. In groups 1 and 2, the marginal misfit is clinically acceptable, being in the range of 20 to 80 µm.

The screw-tightening sequence of the prosthetic framework, selected to amplify any misfit, had no influence on the final result.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The passive fit of the screw-retained implant-supported prosthetic framework is essential to achieving and maintaining osseointegration over time, especially in immediate loading protocols, where the primary stability of the implants must be guaranteed.3–6 It is essential to achieve passive fit at each step of fabrication of the screw-retained implant-supported immediate prosthesis. This depends on a perfect knowledge of the materials used and the correct execution of each step. By carefully taking the impression, the clinician guarantees that the implant position will be correctly transferred.40–44 Through appropriate fabrication methods, the laboratory technician ensures
Fig 11-8  Positioning of the two implant-supported prosthetic frameworks with passive fit restores the integrity of the anatomy and the function of the stomatognathic system, guaranteeing osseointegration of the implants over time. (a) Final panoramic radiograph. (b) Extraoral view of definitive prostheses.
the passive fit of the framework on the working cast, which will guarantee the success of the rehabilitation over time (FIG 11-8).

The quantitative evaluation of the resistance to screw tightening through the OsseoCare screw tightening system is a simple method, scientifically validated and clinically useful, for analyzing the passive fit of the implant-supported prosthetic framework. The system makes it possible to tighten the prosthetic structure with a preset torque value and to record the resistance to screw tightening as well as the rotational dislocation of the retention screws. The alternative methods present significant disadvantages because they are highly subjective and not sufficiently sensitive (alternating digital pressure, exploration by probes, Periotest); they make it difficult to standardize the data obtained (radiographic examination, pressure revealing paste, individual screw tightening test); or they carry high costs and are difficult to employ at the same time (“optical comparator,” three-dimensional photogrammetry).27,28

The results achieved in the experimental study indicate three methods to take the impression that are substantially very similar in terms of results and that are clinically reliable and predictable. The encouraging results achieved in the group in which the transfer devices have been splinted only with self-curing resin—also used for the in vivo evaluation—and its ease of performance, especially in immediate loading protocols, mean that this method is clinically valid and applicable.

The literature suggests how to detect any problems of inadequate passive fit of implant-supported prosthetic structures. These include pain on screw tightening, repeated loosening of retention screws, repeated fracture of esthetic coatings or retention screws, and bone resorption beyond the first screw thread of the implant in the early months of loading.
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